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Motivation:
During the fall and winter seasons, the Western Mediterranean bassin is very prone to high-impact weather events such as heavy precipitation inducing devastating flash-flooding or severe cyclogenesis and wind storms. One
major goal of the HyMeX program is to improve our ability to predict such high-impact weather events and their consequences, which is still low due to the contribution of fine-scale processes and their non-linear interactions
with large-scale processes. For that purpose, the development of convective-scale deterministic forecast systems and high-resolution Ensemble Prediction Systems (EPSs), dedicated to the study of the predictability of
Mediterranean heavy precipitation and severe cyclogenesis will be part of the modelling strategy during HyMeX.
This study presents an overview of the key component of a possible Météo-France real-time support to the HyMeX NW-Med Target Area Special Observing Period (NW-Med TA SOP), based on the operational non-hydrostatic
mesoscale numerical AROME model. Two dedicated Mediterranean domain versions of AROME are evaluated over: (i) a large AROME WMED domain encompassing the whole western part of the Mediterranean Sea for
deterministic forecasts and, (ii) a smaller inner AROME NWMED domain extending Sardinia/Balearic Islands to Southern France for an experimental AROME EPS, respectively. Both deterministic and ensemble strategies are
assessed for a cyclogenesis case study which occurred from 17 to 19 February 2010.

Case study overview

Experimental design

We focus on a lee-wave cyclogenesis case which occurred over the Western part of the Mediterranean
bassin. This phenemenon occurs typically when the strong upper-level flow interacts with the Atlas mountain
range. A low-level circulation formed primary near the Algerian coast on 18 Feb. at 18 UTC and moved
northeastwards while strengthening. The pressure low crossed Balearic Islands and reached its peak intensity
near Northern Corsica, where gusty winds of about 140 km/h were recorded.
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The operational meso-scale AROME model (Brousseau et al., 2008) is used to simulate this case study on
two different geographical areas at 2.5 km horizontal resolution: the WMED and the inner NWMED domains
(see Fig.2). AROME has its own mesoscale 3D-Var assimilation scheme which uses in real time conventional,
satellite radiances and French operational radar reflectivities and Doppler velocities from 22 radars (Caumont
et al., 2009; Montmerle and Faccani, 2009). A 3 h rapid update cycle is used.
The AROME_WMED suite (35t2 version) corresponds to the deterministic approach whereas
AROME_NWED suite will be used for ensemble simulations (10+1 members). The AROME_WMED is directly
coupled to the global ARPEGE model (10km resolution) on an hourly basis. The global short-range PEARP
EPS provides « perturbed » Lateral Boundary Conditions (LBCs) for the AROME_NWMED ensemble (Vié et
al., 2010). However, in this specific experiment, mesoscale initial conditions or AROME model
parameterizations are not perturbed. Both approaches will be the backbone of mesoscale numerical weather
support to the HyMeX NW-Med TA SOPs in 2012-2013.
The experimental setup, consisting in a period of 3 days of assimilation cycle (17 to 19 February 2010) with a
24 h forecast starting on 18 February 2010 at 12UTC, is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 1: ARPEGE analysis for 1.5 PVU surface height (colour); 500-hPa height (black lines) (top), and MSLP (blue lines) and 10-m AGL wind (arrows) (bottom) on
18 Feb. 2010 at 18 UTC (left column), 19 Feb. 2010 at 00 UTC (middle column) and 19 Feb. 2010 at 12 UTC (right column), respectively. The METEOSAT
infrared brightness temperatures (shading) are also shown on bottom panels.

Figure 2: AROME_WMED (red), AROME_NWMED (blue) and
operational France (black-dashed) domains. Horizontal resolution is
2.5km with 60 vertical levels.

Coupling (tri-hourly basis):
• AROME_NWMED: PEARP / ALADIN

Figure 3: High resolution (2.5km) modelling strategy for the 17-19 february 2010 case
study.

Overall results of high-resolution simulations and forecast uncertainty assessment
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Figure 4: Tracks of the Mediterranean pressure low
(left) and time-series of absolute MSLP over our area
of interest (right) from 18 feb. 2010 18 UTC to 19 Feb.
2010 12 UTC. The AROME WMED analysis is shown
in green thick lines, AROME WMED forecast in blue
thick lines, and AROME NWMED ensemble in blue
dash / solid lines, respectively. The location of the
COTE D’AZUR buoy and the CAP CORSE weather
station are also represented.
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Figure 5: Time-series of MSLP (hPa) at
Côte d’Azur buoy (left) and at Cap
Corse weather station (right) from 18
Feb. 2010 12 UTC to 19 Feb. 2010 12
UTC. Observations are shown in green
thick lines, AROME WMED forecast in
blue thick lines, and AROME NWMED
ensemble in blue dash / solid lines,
respectively.

The green solid line in Fig.4 shows the track of the pressure low as analyzed in AROME_WMED each 3
hours. AROME_WMED and AROME_NWMED forecasts are in agreement with the mesoscale analysis, but
the intensity of the deepening is underestimated (see Fig. 5). No members of the ensemble deepens the low
more than observed. The ensemble spread in terms of track is about 150 km, which seems mainly to be
initiated by the different LBCs propagating within the AROME_NWMED domain.
At the “Cote d’Azur” buoy, there is a very good agreement between the pressure observation and the
AROME_WMED forecasts. It can be seen that the spread between members is coincident with the pressure
deepening or the developing stage of the system (19 Feb. 00UTC).
At Cap Corse, AROME_WMED forecasts capture the first weak wind event (18 Feb. 15UTC), and the strong
one in the morning of the 19 Feb. around 04UTC; the associated rotation of the wind from SW to N is also
well seen (figure not shown).

Conclusions and perspectives
- This study has shown the ability of AROME_WMED to predict the life cycle of a Mediterranean cyclogenesis

(track, low-level structure,…). An ensemble strategy has also permitted to assess the uncertainty associated
with AROME_NWMED forecasts. Both approaches will be part of the real-time forecast support for HyMeX.
- The convective-scale uncertainty is expected to strongly depend on meteorological conditions, and so that
more case studies are needed to further investigate the AROME forecast uncertainty.
- The HyMeX observational phases will also constitute a test bed for evaluating the high-resolution EPS

developed in this study. Moreover, both AROME deterministic and EPS will be coupled with hydrological
models for flash-flood forecasting purpose.
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Figure 6: 18 h range forecast, valid for 2010-02-19 06UTC;
MSLP (in brown), 10-m AGL wind above 15 m s-1 (black
arrow) and 3-h cumulated rainfall (P18-P15) in colour. Two
first rows correspond to AROME_NWMED ensemble (P1P10); third row to AROME_NWMED control (CTRL),
AROME WMED and synop/ship with 3 h radar derived
rainfall observations (OBS).

After having analyzed the overall performance of both deterministic and ensemble strategies, we focus here
on the strengthening period of the pressure low around the mature stage. In Fig. 7, one can see the
mesoscale low-level structure of the depression around 19 Feb. 2010 at 06 UTC in terms of MSLP, 3-h
accumulated total precipitation and 10-m AGL wind above 15 m s-1, respectively. Although the maximum
intensity is somewhat underestimated, the AROME NWMED ensemble is able to reproduce a more or less
strong system with a fair variability in terms of low centre location and heavy precipitation intensity. Some of
the members capture the strongest wind and heavy precipitation over Southeastern France quite well.
Since AROME NWMED is coupled with the PEARP ensemble, the variablity of the high-resolution forecasts
can be explained by synoptic-scale uncertainty propagating through the AROME ensemble LBCs.
Consequently, the mesoscale predictability seems to be controlled, for this case study, by the larger-scale
uncertainty.
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